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Quantification of monoacylglycerol lipase
and its occupancy by an exogenous ligand
in rhesus monkey brains using [18F]T-401
and PET
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Kazunobu Aoyama1, Ming-Rong Zhang2,
Takafumi Minamimoto2 , Tatsuki Koike1 and Makoto Higuchi2

Abstract

Monoacylglycerol lipase (MAGL) is a cytosolic serine hydrolase that cleaves monoacylglycerols into fatty acids and is a

potential target for the novel treatment of CNS disorders related to the endocannabinoid system and neuroinflamma-

tion. We have developed [18F]T-401 as a selective Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging agent for MAGL. In this

study, we determined an analytical method to quantify MAGL availability and its occupancy by an exogenous inhibitor in

rhesus monkey brains using [18F]T-401-PET. In rhesus monkeys, regional time-activity curves were described well when

using an extended 2-tissue compartment model that accommodated the formation of a radiometabolite in the brain.

This model yielded reliable estimates of the total distribution volume (VT), and the rank order of VTwas consistent with

known regional activity of MAGL enzyme in primates. The pretreatment of monkeys with JW642 resulted in a

dose-dependent reduction of [18F]T-401 retentions in the brain, and VT. Lassen’s graphical analysis indicated a VND of

0.69mL/cm3 and a plasma JW642 concentration of 126 ng/mL for inhibiting the specific binding by 50%. [18F]T-401 and

the method established can be used for quantification of MAGL in healthy brain and in disease conditions, and is suitable

for evaluations of target engagement at cerebral MAGL.
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Introduction

Endocannabinoid neurotransmission in the central and

peripheral nervous systems is a lipid signaling network,

which consists of CB1 and CB2 cannabinoid receptors

and their endogenous fatty acid ligands.1 Dysfunctions

of this system have been reported to be involved in a

broad spectrum of organic and systemic disorders,

including obesity, immunological dysfunction, meta-

bolic syndromes, psychiatric conditions, and neurode-

generative diseases.2–4 The primary endogenous ligands

for CB1 and CB2 receptors are N-arachidonoyl etha-

nolamine (AEA) and 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG).

Unlike vesicular neurotransmissions, AEA and 2-AG

are biosynthesized by the hydroxylation of membrane

phospholipids on demand in response to neuronal

activity and are rapidly deactivated through hydrolysis
catalyzed by fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH) and
monoacylglycerol lipase (MAGL), respectively.1
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MAGL is a cytosolic serine hydrolase that cleaves

monoacylglycerols into fatty acids and glycerol and is

responsible for �85% of the 2-AG hydrolysis.5,6 Thus,

the pharmacological inhibition of MAGL increases

2-AG levels, which leads to the activation of the endo-

cannabinoid neurotransmission and consequent anti-

nociceptive, anxiolytic, and anti-emetic responses.7

MAGL inhibition also decreases arachidonic acid

(AA) levels, which is a pain- and inflammation-

inducing prostaglandin precursor, which results in

anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective effects in the

brain.8,9 Thus, MAGL is a promising target for the

treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders in which

the endocannabinoid system and neuroinflammation

are mechanistically implicated.10,11 Indeed, a Phase 2

study has been initiated to evaluate efficacies of an

orally active human MAGL inhibitor, ABX-1431, for

the treatment of patients with Tourette syndrome,

which is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized

by sudden, involuntary movements and vocal tics.12

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a non-

invasive molecular imaging modality that allows to

quantify physiological and pathological processes in

living subjects. PET imaging using a specific radiop-

robe for MAGL could potentially help assess the abun-

dance of MAGL and its alterations in homeostatic and

diseased conditions. In addition, this modality can be

utilized to determine the occupancy of MAGL by a

therapeutic MAGL inhibitor that competes with

the PET probe for a binding pocket, providing

critical information for the target engagement of this

candidate drug.
We have recently reported the discovery, radiosyn-

thesis, and in vitro and in vivo evaluations of [18F]T-401

as the first PET imaging agent that reversibly and selec-

tively binds to MAGL in living rodent and non-human

primate brains.13 In this study, we aimed to establish an

analytical method to quantify [18F]T-401 binding in the

rhesus monkey brain. Then, the assaying procedure

was applied to the PET measurements of MAGL occu-

pancy by a selective inhibitor, JW642.14

Materials and methods

Chemicals

[18F]T-401 was synthesized by the [18F]fluorination of a

nitro precursor with [18F]KF/Kryptofix 222 (Merck),

as previously described.13 Non-radioactive T-401 and

compound 4f were synthesized by Takeda

Pharmaceutical Company Limited, as previously

described.13,15 JW642 was purchased from Tocris

Bioscience (Bristol, UK) (Supplemental Figure 1).

Animal experiments

All procedures involving animals and their care were

approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the

National Institutes for Quantum Science and

Technology. All the animal study data were reported

according to ARRIVE guidelines (Animal Research:

Reporting in Vivo Experiment).
Male C57BL/6JJcl mice and MAGL-KO mice used

were generated by Takeda Pharmaceutical Company

Limited.13 All animal experiments were performed

according to the recommendations of the Committee

for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, former

National Institute of Radiological Sciences. Animals

were maintained and handled in accordance with the

recommendations of the National Institute of Health

and the guidelines of the former National Institute of
Radiological Sciences. Three male rhesus monkeys

(Macaca mulatta, M185: age 10 y.o.; M187, age 10-

11 y.o.; M197 age 8 y.o.; 5–7 kg) were used for PET

studies.

Baseline and blocking PET studies in rhesus monkeys

Rhesus monkeys were initially anesthetized with an

intramuscular injection of ketamine (10mg/kg) and

then intubated and kept anesthetized with 1–2% iso-

flurane. An electrocardiogram and blood oxygen satu-

ration levels of the animals were monitored using Life

Scope VS (Nihonkohden, Tokyo), and the body tem-

perature was maintained using a heating pad through-

out the experiment. PET scans were performed using a

micro PET Focus 220 small-animal scanner (Siemens

Medical Solutions USA, Malvern, USA). Following

transmission scans for attenuation correction using a
68Ge–68Ga point source, emission scans were per-

formed for 120min in a 3D list-mode immediately

after the i. v. injection of [18F]T-401 (356� 50MBq,

343� 68GBq/lmol), as previously described.13 All
list-mode data were sorted into 3D sinograms, which

were then Fourier-rebinned into 2D sinograms

(frames: 12� 10 s, 6� 30 s, 5� 1min, 5� 2min, and

20� 5min). Then, images were reconstructed with fil-

tered back-projection using a Hanning filter with a cut-

off at the Nyquist frequency (0.5mm�1). To quantify

the occupancy of MAGL by JW642 in the brain,

JW642 was intravenously injected into a monkey

(M187) at doses of 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, and 0.3mg/kg

5min before the injection of [18F]T-401.
To determine an arterial input function, serial

24 blood samples (1–2.5mL) were collected from the

saphenous artery throughout the emission scan after

the i. v. injection of [18F]T-401. An aliquot of plasma

was separated with a refrigerated centrifuge (15000� g,

3min, 4 �C). The plasma and whole blood radioactivity
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concentrations of the blood samples were measured
with an auto-gamma counter (WIZARD 1480, Perkin

Elmer). In addition to the measurement of radioactivity
concentration, the plasma samples collected at 2, 5,
10, 30, 60, 90, and 120min were used to quantify a
fraction of unchanged [18F]T-401. All samples were

centrifuged and treated, as previously reported.16 An
aliquot of the supernatant (100–300lL) prepared
from the plasma was analyzed according to the fol-
lowing HPLC condition: column, Atlantis T3 3 mm
4.6� 150mm; mobile phase, acetonitrile/H2O
(40/60); flow rate, 1.0mL/min; and detection wave-
length, 254 nm (Supplemental Figure 2). The ratio of
unchanged [18F]T-401 to total radioactivity (corrected

for decay) was calculated according to peak areas on
the HPLC chromatogram. Then, the metabolite-
corrected arterial plasma input function was deter-

mined with plasma radioactivity concentrations and
unmetabolized fractions.

In the JW642 blocking study, plasma samples

obtained at 5 s and 30, 60, 90, and 120min after the
[18F]T-401 injection were analyzed by liquid chroma-
tography coupled to tandem mass spectrometry
(LC-MS/MS).

Quantification of [18F]T-401 binding and its

blockade by the JW642 pretreatment in
monkey brains

PET images were coregistered to individual
T1-weighted brain images, and regions of interest

(ROIs) were placed on the frontal cortex, striatum, cer-
ebellum, occipital cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, and
pons, and regional time-activity curves (TACs) were

obtained. Because there was no region entirely devoid
of MAGL in the brain, the total volume of distribution
(VT) was calculated with an arterial input function to
evaluate the [18F]T-401 binding. The data sets at base-

line and under blockade by the maximum dose of
JW642 (0.3mg/kg) were used to determine an optimal
kinetic model to quantify VT. Several compartment
models were tested, and a model that best describes

observed TACs was chosen based on the Akaike’s
information criterion (AIC),17 model selection criterion
(MSC),18 and goodness of fit with F-statistics.18 The
time-stability of VT was also assessed to evaluate

whether the scan duration was adequate to calculate
VT. VT values were estimated by truncating dynamic
data from 120min to 60min. The kinetic analysis was
performed with the PMOD software Ver. 3.7. MAGL

occupancy (Occ) by JW642 was quantified using
Lassen’s plot as follows:

VT
baseline–VT

JW642 ¼ Occ VT
baseline–VND

� �

where VT
baseline and VT

JW642 are regional VT values at

baseline and after the JW642 treatment, respectively;
VND is non-displaceable distribution volume, and Occ
is occupancy. Occ was calculated for each JW642 dose.
To investigate relationships between the MAGL Occ
by JW642 and concentration of JW642 in plasma, we
sampled plasma from a monkey prior to PET scans in

the blockade experiment and measured concentrations
of JW642 by LC-MS. Then, the concentration of
JW642 at the initiation of the PET scan was calculated
by extrapolating observed values using the one-phase
decay model (Graph Pad Prizm 6, GraphPad Software,

Inc.). The relationship between the dose of JW642 and
Occ induced by this dose was analyzed to determine
ED50 (effective dose of JW642 inducting 50% occupan-
cy of MAGL) with a single-site binding model using
the GraphPad Prism 6 software (GraphPad Software).

Identification of metabolites of T-401 in mice

To obtain metabolic information on T-401 supplemen-
tary to the determination of an optimal kinetic model
in monkeys, we assayed unmetabolized and metabo-

lized T-401 in mouse plasma and brains after the sys-
temic administration of this compound. T-401 was
orally administered to male C57BL/6J mice (8weeks
old, n¼ 3) at the dose of 10mg/kg. Blood and brain
samples were collected at 0.5 h after the administration

of T-401, and blood was centrifuged to obtain a plasma
fraction. Brain samples were weighed and homogenized
with four volumes of phosphate-buffered saline. The
plasma and brain homogenate samples were deprotei-
nized with acetonitrile. After centrifugation, the super-

natant was transferred and concentrated to dryness.
The residue was resolved and centrifuged, and the
supernatant was injected into LC/MS (see
Supplemental Materials for details). Detected metabo-
lites in the brain were also analyzed according to the
following HPLC condition: column, Atlantis T3 3mm
4.6� 150mm; mobile phase, acetonitrile/H2O, (40/60);
flow rate, 1.0mL/min; detection wavelength, 254 nm.

Radiometabolite analysis of [18F]T-401 in the
mouse brain

After the i. v. injection of [18F]T-401 into C57BL/6J
mice (n¼ 4), these mice were sacrificed by cervical dis-
location at 1, 5, 10, 30, and 60min. Brain samples were

quickly collected and processed, as previously
reported.13 An aliquot of the supernatant (100–
300 lL) prepared from the brain homogenate was ana-
lyzed according to the following HPLC condition:
column, Atlantis T3 3mm 4.6� 150mm; mobile
phase, acetonitrile/H2O, (40/60); flow rate, 1.0mL/

min; and detection wavelength, 254 nm. The percentage
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ratio of unchanged [18F]T-401 to the total radioactivity
(corrected for decay) on the HPLC chromatogram
was calculated as (peak area for [18F]T-401/total peak
area)� 100.

In this analysis, the major radiometabolite of [18F]T-
401 in the brain was identified as M3. The following
in vitro parameters of M3 were assayed as described
previously:13 concentration inducing 50% inhibition
of human MAGL activity (IC50) and LogD (measured
at pH¼ 7.4).

To further characterize M3, we radiosynthesized
[18F]M3 and performed the PET imaging of WT mice
and MAGL-KO mice after the injection of this radio-
compound. Detailed procedures are described in the
Supplemental Methods section.

Statistics

Goodness of fit of compartment models was evaluated
using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)17 and
the Model Selection Criterion (MSC),18 and F-test.19

Results

Arterial input function

Arterial plasma assays illustrated that rates of the
decrease in [18F]T-401 and the increase in its radiome-
tabolites were similar among monkeys examined here
(Figure 1(a)). Parent fractions rapidly declined and
accounted for approximately 30% at 30min after
[18F]T-401 injection in PET experiments at baseline
and under blockade with JW642, although there was
a tendency that the metabolic conversion of [18F]T-401
was accelerated with an increasing dose of JW642
(Figure 1(b)). Radioactivity concentrations in blood
and plasma were also slightly different between condi-
tions with and without JW642 (Figure 1(c) and (d)). As
a combined consequence of these differences,
metabolite-corrected arterial input functions in block-
ade studies were considerably distinct from the baseline
data (Figure 1(c) and (d)).

PET imaging of rhesus monkeys

Representative baseline PET and corresponding MR
images of the rhesus monkey brain are shown in
Figure 2(a). TACs for [18F]T-401 in the monkey
brains at baseline and under blockade with JW642 at
the highest dose (0.3mg/kg) are also displayed in
Figure 2(b) and (c), respectively. [18F]T-401 readily
entered the brain with its uptake peaking at 5–15min
after the injection, followed by the highest retentions in
the striatum and frontal and occipital cortices, moder-
ate retentions in the thalamus, cerebellum, and hippo-
campus, and the lowest retentions in the brainstem at

baseline (Figure 2(b)), These data were consistent with

known MAGL distributions in the brain.13 The pre-

treatment of a monkey with an intravenous injection

of 0.3mg/kg of JW642 resulted in reduced [18F]T-

401 retentions with minimum regional differences

(Figure 2(c)).

Quantification of [18F]T-401 binding in

monkey brains

We evaluated analytical methods to quantify VT using

baseline PET scans of the monkey brains. The ratio of

the brain tissue radioactivity to the plasma radioactiv-

ity of unmetabolized [18F]T-401 plateaued at approxi-

mately 60min after the radioligand injection at baseline

(Supplemental Figure 3A), indicating reversible bind-

ing of [18F]T-401 to MAGL in the monkey brain. Then,

TACs for [18F]T-401 at baseline were fitted by the

1-tissue compartment model (1TCM, consisting of

compartments Cp and C1 depicted in Figure 3(a)) and

the 2-tissue compartment model (2TCM, consisting of

compartments Cp, C1, and C2 depicted in Figure 3(a))

assuming reversible radiotracer binding. All these

TACs were better described by 2TCM than by 1TCM

(Figure 3(b)). Correspondingly, mean AIC and MSC

Figure 1. (a, b) Unmetabolized [18F]T-401 fraction in plasma
over time in a baseline study of three rhesus monkeys (�M185,
�M187, �M197) (b) and in baseline and blockade studies of a
rhesus monkey (M187) (b). Metabolic data at 120min were
unavailable in a blockade assay with 0.3mg/kg of JW642. (c, d)
Blood (orange dashed lines), plasma (sky-blue dashed lines) and
plasma parent (solid sky-blue lines) radioactivity concentrations
at baseline (c) and following pretreatment with 0.3mg/kg of
JW642 are plotted in logarithmic scale (d).
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were �18.0 and 4.65, respectively, in the 2TCM fit, and

63.0 and 2.96, respectively, in the 1TCM fit, which

indicated that 2TCM was a more suitable model. The

F-test also supported the superiority of 2TCM

compared to 1TCM for all regions (p< 0.001).

Accordingly, VT was calculated as K1/k2 (1þ k3/k4),

where K1 [mL/min/cm3] and k2 [min�1] represent the

influx and efflux of the radioligand across the blood-

brain barrier (BBB), respectively. By contrast, 2TCM

did not yield a good fit in blockade studies particularly

with a high dose of JW642 (Figure 3(b)), and k4 was

estimated as zero in several regions. Unlike the baseline

condition, the ratio of brain tissue radioactivity to

the plasma radioactivity of unmetabolized [18F]

T-401 increased over time in the blockade study

(Supplemental Figure 3B). Therefore, it is possible

that [18F]T-401 was metabolized in the brain, with its

major radiometabolite barely undergoing clearance

from the brain following the pretreatment with

JW642. We therefore modified 2TCM by incorporating

an additional compartment representing a radiometa-

bolite that was irreversibly converted from [18F]T-401

in the brain (2-tissue plus the metabolite compartment

model denoted as 2TþmCM; Figure 3(a)). TACs in a

blockade experiment were well described by

2TþmCM compared to 2TCM, as demonstrated by

a fit to cerebellar data shown in Figure 3(b). To eval-

uate the model suitability, AIC and MSC values were

compared between 2TþmCM and 2TC, and

2TþmCM yielded smaller AIC and larger MSC

values than 2TCM in all ROIs except the striatum

(Supplemental Table 1). Similarly, the F values for

the comparison of the goodness of fit by 2TþmCM

versus 2TCM were positive in all these areas but the

striatum, with the statistically significant superiority of

2 TþmCM over 2TCM in the cerebellum and hippo-

campus (p< 0.05) (Supplemental Table 1). These data

support the notion that 2 TþmCM is a more suitable

model to describe the kinetics of [18F]T-401 under a

blockade condition. The reason why 2TþmCM did

not produce a better fit than 2TCM remain undeter-

mined, but it is presumable that the striatal metabolic

conversion of T-401 is relatively slow, in view of the

fastest radioactivity washout following the peak uptake

Figure 2. (a) Sagittal (upper) and axial (lower) MR(left) and PET images at baseline (center) and following pretreatment with
0.3mg/kg of JW642 (right). PET images were generated by averaging dynamic scan data at 60–120min. Arrows in the sagittal PET
image under the blocking condition indicate radioactivity accumulations in the choroid plexus. (b, c) TACs for [18F]T-401 at baseline
(b) and following pretreatment with 0.3mg/kg of JW642 (c). FCX: frontal cortex; STR: striatum; CB: cerebellum; OCC: occipital;
HIP: hippocampus; THA: thalamus.
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in this area (Figure 2(b) and (c)). According to these
results, to follow a consistent analytical protocol, we
initially fitted 2TþmCM to the all TACs. For secur-
ing the fitting stability, ktrans [min�1], a rate constant
for the metabolic conversion of the radioligand, was
fixed to zero in case that the initial fitting yielded
ktrans below 0.0001. Likewise, k3 [min�1], a rate con-
stant for the association of the radioligand with a spe-
cific target, was constrained to zero in case that the
initial fitting yielded a negligibly small value of k4, a
rate constant for the dissociation of the radioligand
from the target. Then, VT, total distribution volume
of unmetabolized [18F]T-401, was calculated as K1/k2
(1þ k3/k4). In a condition with constrains of k3 and k4
to zero, VT was determined as K1/k2. Concerning VT

calculated by 2TþmCM, changes in this parameter
value by truncating dynamic scan data from 120min
to 80min were less than 5% at baseline and following
pretreatment with JW642 (Figure 4), which demon-
strated the validity of the scan duration of 120min
for the robust estimation of VT.

Mean VT values in three monkeys were the highest

in the frontal cortex (11.7mL/cm3), followed by the

occipital cortex (9.96mL/cm3), striatum (9.05mL/

cm3), and the lowest in the pons (4.73mL/cm3)

(Table 1).

Occupancy of MAGL by JW642 in the monkey brain

as assessed by [18F]T-401-PET

Next, we assessed the capability of 18F-T-401-PET to

quantify the occupancy of MAGL by JW642 adminis-

tered at different doses. The dose-dependent pretreat-

ment of a monkey with JW642 provoked a reduction in

the VT values for [18F]T-401 in all examined brain

regions, including the brainstem (Table 2). This result

also indicates that the reference tissue model is not

applicable to the measurement of [18F]T-401 binding

in the monkey brain.
A global measure of the MAGL occupancy by

JW642 was calculated using Lassen’s graphical plot

analysis of VT values estimated by 2TþmCM in

Figure 3. (a) 2 TþmCM constructed as modification of 2TCM by adding a compartment (C3) for a radiometabolite converted from
parent [18F]T-401 in the brain (c). K1, k2, k3, k4 and ktrans denote rate constants for the transfer of a radiocompound between different
compartments. Red dotted rectangle represents the range of [18F]T-401 distribution in the brain. (b, c) Compartment model fits to
cerebellum TACs at baseline (b) and following pretreatment with 0.3mg/kg of JW642 (c). At baseline (b), 2TCM (green line) better
described cerebellar TAC (black circles) than 1TCM (red line). Under blockade by JW642 (c), 2 TþmCM (solid sky-blue line) offered
a better fit to cerebellar TAC (black circles) than 2TCM (green line).
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different brain regions.20,21 Occupancy values ranged
from 20% by the lowest dose of JW642 (0.01mg/kg)

to 94% by the highest dose (0.3mg/kg) (Supplemental
Figure 4). The non-displaceable distribution volume
(VND) was calculated as an averaged x-intercept of

the regression lines and was 0.69mL/cm3.
An effective concentration of an inhibitor in plasma

that induced the 50% occupancy of MAGL (EC50) was
calculated by the implementation of the following

equation that is based on Hill’s plot of the occupancies

versus plasma inhibitor concentration (c): Occ¼ c/

(cþEC50) (Graph Pad Prizm 6, GraphPad Software,

Inc.); EC50 for JW642 was estimated to be 126.1 ng/mL

(Figure 5).

Structural identification and characterization of

T-401 metabolites in mice

To further obtain supplementary data supporting the

use of 2TþmCM to describe the kinetics of [18F]T-401

in the brain, we analyzed the metabolites of T-401 in

mice. Plasma and brain samples collected from mice

after T-401 administration were profiled by liquid

chromatography – UV detection (LC/UV) and LC/

MS. A total of 4 fluoro-containing metabolites (M1 –

M4) were observed in plasma by LC/UV, and two of

these metabolites (M1, M3) were detected in the brain

Figure 4. Time-stability of VT values at baseline (a) and following pretreatment with 0.3mg/kg of JW642 (b). FCX: frontal cortex;
STR: striatum; CB: cerebellum; OCC: occipital; HIP: hippocampus; THA: thalamus.

Table 1. Individual VT values [mL/cm3] of three monkeys under
the baseline condition.

Region M197 M187 M185 mean sd

FCX 11.6 13.5 10.1 11.7 1.7

STR 8.15 12.51 6.48 9.05 3.11

CB 6.85 9.17 5.50 7.17 1.86

OCC 9.17 11.89 8.82 9.96 1.68

HIP 5.41 7.55 4.90 5.95 1.41

THA 4.50 8.58 6.02 6.36 2.06

Pons 4.13 3.48 6.59 4.73 1.64

FCX: frontal cortex; STR: striatum; CB: cerebellum; OCC: occipital

cortex; HIP: hippocampus; THA: thalamus.

Table 2. Regional VT [mL/cm3] values under baseline and JW642
pretreatment conditions.

　 　
JW642

Region Baseline 0.01mg/kg 0.03mg/kg 0.1mg/kg 0.3mg/kg

FCX 13.5 11.2 7.16 7.20 1.56

STR 12.5 10.6 6.76 6.41 1.40

CB 9.17 6.77 4.95 4.97 1.32

OCC 11.9 8.80 5.41 5.64 1.37

HIP 7.55 6.49 3.71 4.27 1.17

THA 8.58 7.62 4.10 4.59 1.32

Pons 3.48 2.89 1.89 2.31 0.808

Figure 5. Relationship between plasma JW642 concentration
and occupancy of MAGL by JW642. VND value (0.69mL/cm3) and
the MAGL occupancy by each dose of JW642 were determined
by Lassen’s plot analysis (Supplemental Figure 3).19,20
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by LC/MS (Supplemental Figure 5). Then, we quanti-
fied the radiometabolites of [18F]T-401 in the mouse
brains after the intravenous administration of this
radiotracer. The fraction of [18F]T-401 in the mouse
brain decreased over time, and its polar radiolabeled
metabolite, which corresponded to [18F]M3, according
to its retention time, was determined from the HPLC
chart (Supplemental Figure 1). The fraction of [18F]M3

in the mouse brain was increased to approximately
25% of the total radioactivity at 60min after the injec-
tion of [18F]T-401 (Supplemental Figure 6). The in vitro
characterization of M3 demonstrated that M3 exhibited
a very low LogD value (0.42) and a weak MAGL
inhibitory activity with IC50 exceeding 10000 nM. As
expected from its in vitro profile, [18F]M3 exhibited a
very poor BBB penetration and low brain uptake in the
brains of these mice throughout the scanning time
(Supplemental Figure 7).

Discussion

In the current study, we demonstrated the quantitative
evaluation of MAGL and its occupancy by JW642 in
the monkey brains using PET with [18F]T-401. In line
with the reversibility of [18F]T-401 binding in the brain,
the retention of this radioligand can be quantified with
plasma and brain tissue TACs over 120min. In block-
ade experiments, Lassen’s plots consisting of data from
multiple ROIs were linearity presented, which sup-
ported the validity of the assumption that VND for
[18F]T-401 is uniform among these brain regions. This
feature of [18F]T-401 allowed to measure MAGL occu-
pancy by JW642 at different doses, which allowed to
the successfully determine the plasma EC50 of JW642
by Hill’s plot.

The radiometabolite analysis in monkey plasma
showed a considerably rapid metabolic conversion of
[18F]T-401, with the radiometabolites accounting for
approximately 70% of the total radioactivity at
30min after intravenous injection. The slight accelera-
tion of the peripheral radioligand metabolism was
observed in the presence of JW642, and this change
was presumably attributable to an increase in
MAGL-unbound [18F]T-401, which was prone to bio-
metabolism, as a consequence of the MAGL inhibition
by JW642 in peripheral tissues. In the monkey brain,
[18F]T-401 displayed a fast uptake, followed by a mod-
erate washout from all regions, as previously
reported.13 After the pretreatment with JW642 at the
highest applied dose (0.3mg/kg, i. v.), the radioactivity
retention considerably decreased to a low and uniform
level among brain regions, which indicated that reten-
tions of MAGL-unbound radioligands (and their
radiometabolites) were similar across these areas. As
the brainstem, which showed the lowest uptake of

[18F]T-401, exhibited displaceable radioligand binding,
the radioligand kinetics could not be analyzed by a
reference tissue model. Therefore, we estimated VT as
a quantitative measure that reflected [18F]T-401 bind-
ing in the brain using the arterial plasma input func-
tion. 2TCM produced suitable fits to all regional TACs
at baseline but did not yield a good fit to TACs in
blocking studies. Therefore, the unsuitability of
2TCM under the blockade of MAGL is likely to
result from the effects of radiometabolites on the
tissue radioactivity, as the tissue-to-plasma ratio of
radioactivity continued to increase over 120min in
the blocking experiments (Supplemental Figure 3),
which implied the accumulation of radiometabolites
in the brain. Thus, it was initially hypothesized that
radiometabolites in the brain either transferred from
plasma or produced by in-situ conversion from [18F]
T-401 were increased as a result of elevated levels of
MAGL-unbound, metabolism-prone [18F]T-401 fol-
lowing the blockade of MAGL by JW642. However,
the early radioactivity uptake into the brain did not
overtly increase in the blocking experiments, which
does not support the possibility of a blockade-
induced increases of unbound radioligands and their
metabolites to be transferred to the brain. We also ana-
lyzed TACs under the blocking condition with several
compartment models by assuming the entry of a
plasma radiometabolite into the brain, but these
models did not improve the goodness of fit relative to
2TCM (data not shown). In contrast, 2 TþmCM pro-
vided suitable fits to the observed data at baseline and
after the pretreatment with JW642, which is indicative
of conversion of [18F]T-401 to the major radiometabo-
lite in the brain. In fact, it seems that a pseudo-
equilibrium of the radioligand kinetics was reached
faster under the MAGL blockade than was it at base-
line (compare Supplemental Figures 3A and 3B), fol-
lowed by a progressive increase of the radioactivity in
the brain, presumably resulting from gradual accumu-
lations of the radiometabolite. Despite this indication,
it could also be ruled out that the continuous elevation
of tissue-to-plasma ratio in the blocking experiments is
attributable to faster elimination of plasma unchanged
[18F]T-401 by acceleration of peripheral metabolism
(Figure 1(b) and (d)), leading to an unreachable equi-
librium of the tracer kinetics between the plasma and
brain by 120min.

To support the validity of 2TþmCM for describing
the kinetics of [18F]T-401 in the brain, we identified
four fluorinated metabolites (M1 – M4) in plasma sam-
ples from mice after administration of non-
radiolabeled T-401. Then, we found that [18F]M3,
which can be generated by the hydrolysis of [18F]
T-401, was the most abundant radiometabolite in the
mouse brain. The in vitro and in vivo characterization
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of M3 suggested that M3 did not react with MAGL and
that the transfer of M3 between plasma and the brain is
limited owing to its high polarity. These data support
the view that [18F]M3 can be generated from [18F]T-401
in the monkey brain, which results in its on-site accu-
mulation without binding to MAGL, and this notion is
in line with 2TþmCM.

In the striatum of a monkey, k4 was estimated to be
close to zero at baseline, and such negligibly small k4
values were more frequently observed with an increas-
ing dose of blocking JW642 (Supplemental Table 2). As
our baseline PET data supported the reversibility of the
specific radioligand binding, we constrained both k3
and k4 to zero in these cases, assuming the paucity of
the available binding components. This parameter fix-
ation could help circumvent the instability of the fitting
process. However, the occupancy of MAGL by the
highest dose of JW642 (0.3mg/kg) was 93%, and the
constraint of k3 and k4 to zero might result in the esti-
mation of K1, k2, and ktrans based on a local minimum
in the proximity of the true solution in the goodness-
of-fit space.

We also noted that the cerebellum, hippocampus,
and pons exhibited higher ktrans than other areas.
These regions are adjacent to the choroid plexus,
where increased radioactivity retention was observed
under blocking conditions (Figure 2(a) and
Supplemental Figure 9). Therefore, it is conceivable
that radioactivity spill-in from the choroid plexus
affected the estimation of ktrans. Indeed, ktrans estimates
were decreased when the cerebellar ROI was defined to
cover the ventral portion only, which was distant from
the choroid plexus (Supplemental Figure 9).
Meanwhile, there was a tendency that ktrans in all
regions increased under the blockade of MAGL rela-
tive to the baseline, raising a possibility of direct or
indirect interactions between MAGL and T-401-
catalyzing enzyme. To examine this notion, we carried
out an additional [18F]T-401-PET experiment in two
monkeys treated with a new MAGL inhibitor, com-
pound 4f, the chemical structure of which is distinct
from the chemical class of JW642. The dosage of this
compound (0.85mg/kg, oral administration) induced a
full occupancy of MAGL in the brain, and 2TþmCM
better described the radioligand kinetics than 2CT in
this condition. In addition, ktrans was increased in most
regions relative to the baseline, with the values in the
hippocampus and cerebellum higher than other areas
(compare Supplemental Tables 2 and 4). In addition, it
is presumable that the water-soluble radiometabolites
produced in the brain could be transferred to the ven-
tricles and accumulate in the choroid plexus, implying
that the effect of the spillover was dependent on the
rate of the metabolic conversion reflected by ktrans.
Although these preliminary data support the utility of

2 TþmCM during the blockade of MAGL, which may
alter the metabolic rate of T-401, the biological signif-
icance of ktrans will need to be further investigated by
identification of this enzyme and ex vivo measurements
of its activities in the baseline and blocking conditions.

Our time-stability assessments also indicated that VT

can be robustly estimated by analyzing the 120-min
scan data with 2TþmCM (Figure 4(b)). Moreover,
the rank order of regional VT values at baseline esti-
mated with 2TþmCM was consistent among three
monkeys and was in good agreement with the local
distribution of autoradiographic [18F]T-401 binding in
monkey brain slices (Supplemental Figure 8).

The blocking studies demonstrated the occupancy of
MAGL by JW642 in a dose-dependent manner and the
predominance of specific [18F]T-401 binding versus
non-specific radioligand binding at baseline. VT,
which is a parameter of the total radioligand binding,
is the sum of the distribution volumes of specific (VS)
and non-specific (VND) bindings. The VND value,
which was estimated with Lassen’s plot, was 0.69mL/
cm3, whereas the mean VT values ranged from 4.73
(pons) to 11.7 (striatum) mL/cm3. Therefore, VND

accounted for a relatively small portion of VT, ranging
from 0.06% (striatum) to 14.6% (pons). The high con-
trast for specific versus non-specific binding compo-
nents would be a notable benefit of PET scans with
[18F]T-401, and the wide range of VT among brain
regions facilitates the precise calculation of MAGL
occupancies by an exogenous inhibitor using Lassen’s
plot. Since the diversity of regional VT values may stem
from the regionally variable concentration of the radio-
ligand binding sites (Bmax), we performed an auxiliary
in-vivo Scatchard plot analysis of the baseline [18F]T-
401-PET data to determine the dissociation constant
(KD) of the ligand and Bmax values in several represen-
tative ROIs (Supplemental Figure 10 and Supplemental
Table 3; methods are provided in Supplemental
Materials and Methods). KD ranged from 1.09 nM
(hippocampus) to 4.18 nM (frontal cortex), and Bmax

values in the frontal and occipital cortices, cerebellum,
and hippocampus were ranked in this order, ranging
from 32.9 (hippocampus) to 119.7 (frontal cortex).
These results were in fairly good agreement with the
data in the literature.13,22 Meanwhile, the accuracy of
the measurements was not secured due to relatively
narrow ranges of the bound ligand concentration and
bound-to-free ligand ratio and fixation of the free
ligand fraction in the brain to 1.

[18F]T-401 has been recently applied to a PET study
in humans, and the quantification of MAGL in the
human brain with this radioligand is underway. Once
[18F]T-401 is fully validated in human subjects, it can
provide critical information on the target engagement
of a candidate drug acting on MAGL. The quantitative
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assays of MAGL levels in the human brain by [18F]

T-401-PET would also help to clarify the roles played

by this enzyme in neuropsychiatric conditions, which

would further confirm the use of MAGL inhibitors as

potential therapeutics.

Conclusion

In this study, we demonstrated that the pharmacoki-

netics of [18F]T-401 in the monkey brains was robustly

described by a reversible binding model, which was also

valid in quantifying the blockade of radiotracer bind-

ing by a MAGL inhibitor JW642. These observations

support the utility of [18F]T-401 for the PET assays of

MAGL in healthy and diseased conditions and for the

in vivo evaluations of interactions between MAGL and

candidate therapeutics. Based on its favorable proper-

ties as an imaging agent, this novel MAGL PET ligand

was advanced to further evaluation in humans. The

results from the human study will be reported in the

future.
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